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Subrecipient means a non-

Contractor means an

An individual or

Federal entity that

entity that receives a

business whose

receives a subaward from

legal instrument by

expertise is required to

a pass-through entity to

which a non-Federal

perform the project.

carry out part of a Federal

entity purchases

Services are temporary

program.

property or services

and special or highly

needed to carry out the

technical.

project or program under
a Federal award.

Subrecipient services are

Contractor provides the

An individual or business

uniquely designed in response

goods or services

outside the project who

to each project, and not

commercially

confers with the PI

provided commercially
Subrecipient technical lead is
usually a scientific
collaborator, or even a coPrincipal Investigator (“PI”)
on an ND project
Subrecipient retains rights to
intellectual property

Contractor operates in a
competitive environment
There is no potential for
patentable or copyrightable

regarding research
objectives
Does not develop the
objectives of the project

technology to be created

Is not responsible for the

through the project from

overall outcome of the

activities of the entity

project

Contractor provides the

In general, is not

Subrecipient participates in

goods or services ancillary

responsible for the design,

development and execution of

to the operation of the

conduct or reporting on

Statement of Work

program

the research

Subrecipient results are likely

Is not subject to sponsor

Provides similar services

to be published in the

compliance regulations

to other organizations

Does not make

Will not use university

programmatic decisions or

resources. Provides its

scientific literature and/or
subrecipient is likely to be a

take actions that impact a
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co-author on an ND

program’s overall success or

own work area, tools,

publication

failure

materials, and supplies

Has responsibility for the end

There is no scope of work

UND defines the scope of

results of the research effort
Has authority to make

Is not responsible for
research results

work
Consultant determines

administrative and

how to accomplish the

programmatic decisions and

work

to control the method and
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results of work

employee of the

Uses sponsor funds to carry

University and therefore is

out a program rather than

not eligible for workers

provide a good or a service

compensation, liability
coverage, or

Has responsibility for the end

unemployment

results of the research effort

Does not serve as senior

Has responsibility to meet all

personnel – e.g., Co-

applicable sponsor guidelines
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Investigator, etc.
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